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Q & A 
RFP FOR IRRIGATION CONTROLLER UPGRADE (PW1506) 

 
2/24/16 
 
Question(s) 
 
1. For the additional sites, please provide number of controllers per site, make of 

controller(s), model(s), station(s) in use, pump start(s) and location(s). 

2. Weber Point Event Center is listed in the POC document but not in Exhibit A or the 
controller description list.  Is it to be included? 

3. Will the dates for presentation be modified now that the proposal date3 has been 
extended? 

4. Can the manufacturer present with the contractor so as to provide a more rounded 
review of what the installation is and what each product can do? 

 
City Response 
 

1. Buckley Cove Marina – 1 Rainbird RC7C controller, 7 stations in use, located  
inside service pedestal on the northeast side of the boat 
launch parking lot near exit, no pump start 

Panella Park – 1 ESP-LX Modular controller, 16 stations in use, located in storage 
room attached to restroom building, pump start  

Swenson View Park – 1 Rainbird ESP-4 controller, 4 stations in use, located 
inside outdoor metal cabinet located on the east perimeter 
of park along Alexandria Drive, no pump start 

Valverde Park – 1 Rainbird ESP-LXME controller, 12 stations in use, located 
inside park restroom storage area on north side of park (not in 
use), pump start 

Weber Point Event Center – Weber Point Event Center was listed by mistake on 
the Letter of Clarification. 

2. No, Weber Point Event Center was listed by mistake on the Letter of Clarification. 

3. No, the dates for presentations will not change. 

4. Yes, manufacturer and contractor may present together.  Please limit your 
presentation team to a maximum of four persons.   

 
2/18/16 
 
Question(s) 
 

1. Can we suggest an alternative solution which provide the same parameters but fix 
up the existing irrigation system?   

2. Are all park on a single water meter? 

3. How old is the irrigation system (both control and hydraulic) in the various parks?   
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4. Does the city have a gis system?   

5.  What is the price of water the city pays? 

6.  What is the consumption history per meter per park?   

7. What is the proportion of spray and rotor irrigation heads per park?    

8.  What is the proportion and acreage of turf and shrubs in irrigated areas?   

9. Are controller enclosures stainless steel or other material and what size are they?  

10. How is the responsibility between the controller monitoring contractor and the 
maintenance contractor divided?    

11. How many water meters are involved in these 46 parks?  

12. Are the existing outdoor controller enclosures a standard size and type (brand)? 
What are the dimensions or model numbers, and are they all lockable?  

13. Payment schedule from the city - How is the awarded contractor 
compensated.....what percentage of total program cost is paid up front and how is it 
disbursed through the movement and completion of the project?  

14. How many total irrigated acres?  

15.  Are all park on a single water meter?   

16.  How old is the irrigation system (both control and hydraulic) in the various parks?   

17.  Does the city have a gis system?   

18. Our proposal has a direct energy and water saving component and a 2 year billing 
history of both water and electricity is needed for this presentation. We request a 
copy of this 2 year billing history of both water and PG&E utilities. 

19. Does the scope of this RFP include installing flow sensors and master valves at 
each of the locations?  The RFP mentions flow operations capability and system 
compatibility with sensors  but doesn’t specifically state they are to be installed in 
this RFP. 

20. Does the scope of this RFP include data collection of all the necessary parameters 
needed for ET based irrigation, ie precipitation rates,  plant material type site 
conditions,   

21. If it does is it expected these parameters be input into the central system. 

 

 
City Response 
 

1. Yes, the City is seeking the best overall solution and will evaluate based on the 
best solution that fits the City’s needs and budget.  Please refer to the “Written 
Proposal Content” section of the RFP and submit your proposal organized 
accordingly. 

2. Yes. 

3. None are hydraulic.  The large majority of the sites were built after 1970.  These 
systems are as old as the late 1940’s and as recent as the late 1980’s. 

4. Yes. 
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5. $1.67 per 100 cubic feet (1ccf). 

6. Approximately 154,000 cubic feet per acre per year (Most of the systems were 
designed using 1.5” water per week as the standard). 

7. Few parks were designed using any spray at all.  100% of the parks are rotors 
with an estimated 2% of our parks having less than 5% of the system as spray 
area. 

8. Assume 99% irrigated lawn (about 426 acres), and approximately 1% (about 4 
acres) shrubs, spray/bubblers. 

9. Most enclosures will be painted steel and of various sizes and manufacturers. 

10. Your proposal will need to explain how the system needs to be operated.  We 
anticipate our maintenance contractor to keep an eye on site conditions, and to 
have a certain level of authority to make adjustments to the system as deemed 
necessary, with City administration approval if necessary. 

11. Assume one meter per park with the exception of those on well or river service.  
The following are on well service:  Buckley Cove Park, Oak, Stribley, Van Buskirk, 
Victory and Williams Brotherhood.  Louis Park is served by a river pump. 

12. Existing enclosures are lockable and most made by name brand manufacturers.  
See No. 9 response. 

13. This will be a negotiated item once the contractor is selected. 

14. See no. 8. 

15. Same question as #2. 

16. Same question as #3. 

17. Same question as #4. 

18. Please refer to the “Written Proposal Content” section of the RFP.  Proposal 
content organization and requirements are specifically described.  A “direct energy 
and water saving component” is not part of the proposal. 

19. Yes, the RFP is for a total solution, including the installation of flow sensors and 
master valves. 

20. Yes   

21. Yes. 

 
 
2-11-16 
 
Question(s) 
 
1)  Size of the Point of Connection (POC) 
2)  How many POC’s are at each park, and which controllers run off of each POC 
3)  How far from controller location is the POC, it is difficult to tell from a site visit since 

many of the controllers are indoors, and it is not clear where they are at on site 
 
City Response 
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1. A list of the main line size for each park has been uploaded to the City’s website. 
2. Expect only one point of connection at each park site. 
3. Controller distances from point of connection vary site by site.  If there is no 

controller pedestal visible, assume the controller is in the storage building.  If there 
is no storage building, the controller will be in a storage room as part of the 
restroom.  If there is no restroom, storage building or controller pedestal, the 
controller will be located in the same cabinet the electrical meter is in.  

 
Question(s) 
 
1. How does a contractor find out from the City if the City WiFi network is available at a 

specific park location or area? 
2. In parks where there is more than one controller installed, does each controller have 

its own point of connection and backflow thus isolated from the other controller’s water 
source, or do all controllers share one or more points of connections and backflows?  

3. If a park has multiple controllers sharing multiple points of connection, how many 
points of connection are there? Are there as-built plans for all 46 parks depicting that 
information? 

 
City Response 
 

1. We have confirmed with the City’s IT department that WiFi will not be available at 
any of the park sites. 

2. To our knowledge, each park site is served by only one water source (Point of 
Connection) regardless of the number of controllers. 

3. Plan your proposal assuming each park has only one point of connection.  
Regarding “as-builts”, the City has irrigation diagrams for all the parks; however, 
none should be considered “as-built”.  These irrigation diagrams are available on 
the City’s bid flash page. 

 
Question(s) 
 
Bid Flash says that there are planholders, but it does not show any plans as being 
available.  Are there any documents besides the RFP available? 
 
City Response 
 
Irrigation plans for each park are available on the City’s bid flash page at 
http://www.stocktongov.com/services/business/bidflash/pw.html?dept=Public_Works. 
 
Question(s) 
 
Can we come by and get a set of plans?  If so, how much? 
 
City Response 
 
Irrigation plans for each park are available at no cost on the City’s bid flash page at 
http://www.stocktongov.com/services/business/bidflash/pw.html?dept=Public_Works. 

http://www.stocktongov.com/services/business/bidflash/pw.html?dept=Public_Works
http://www.stocktongov.com/services/business/bidflash/pw.html?dept=Public_Works
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Question(s) 
 
Your Anticipated Implementation Schedule lists Existing system evaluation as Task 12, 
after contract final signing. The evaluation needs to be Task 2. You are asking the 
contractor for a cost proposal with the agreement that the project involving the removal 
and replacement of 78 existing controllers at 46 parks is feasible at a not to exceed total 
price of $700,000.00 without the contractor actually being able to evaluate the scope for 
cost or feasibility. 
 
In order to evaluate what is needed and whether the project as described is feasible, we 
need to be able to access the existing equipment, including point of connections, existing 
master valves and flow sensors in addition the the existing controller installations. I note 
that many of these existing controllers are indicated as being indoors, so we would need 
to have access to the buildings they are in. We would need to be able to open any 
enclosures the controllers may be in. Are the existing controllers to be salvaged and taken 
by the City, or is the contractor expected to dispose of them? 
We would like very much to prepare a proposal for this project, but we need the time and 
access to be able to evaluate this before submission, not after. 
 
Are the existing controllers to be salvaged and taken by the City, or is the contractor 
expected to dispose of them? 
 
City Response 
 
Regarding the site evaluation.  Once we’ve selected a contractor, a thorough site 
evaluation will be necessary.  At this time, however, it’s expected the contractor will have 
enough experience to be able to generalize the needs of each site to a degree sufficient 
to determine the project’s feasibility, considering the available budget. In addition, 
Irrigation plans and mainline sizes have been posted on Bid flash, as additional reference 
when preparing your proposal. 
 
The existing controllers become the property of the contractor for proper disposal. 
 
 
 
2-3-16 
 
Question(s) 
 
Is there some sort of list that says qty. of stations at each site or qty. of controller at each 
site and qty. of valves at each site.  
 
City Response 
 
This isn’t a materials installation bid.  The request is structured to allow the proposer to 
present their recommended hardware/software system as the best solution for our needs.  
Potentially interested parties should be referred to this project’s link on the City’s Bid 
Flash if they think their solution is appropriate for our needs. 
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Please refer to the request for proposal Exhibit A for information regarding the number of 
stations and number of controllers. 


